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ABSTRACT. The current-voltage characteristic of pure p-Ge in a pre-breakdown region of a shallow-level impu-
rity breakdown has been estimated using Monte-Carlo simulation in the isotropic-parabolic and crimped dispersion
law model approximations. It is shown that under conditions of crimped band dispersion a negative differential
conductivity region is observed on the current-voltage characteristics, which is due to the light hole weighting
phenomenon. © 2008 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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The interest in p-Ge is essentially determined by
strongly nonlinear phenomena observed at helium tem-
peratures. One of these phenomena is the occurrence of
a negative differential conductivity on the current-volt-
age characteristic in the pre-breakdown region of the
shallow-level impurity breakdown. This phenomenon has
repeatedly been studied in scientific works (see, e.g., [1-
5]). However, so far there is no comprehensive theory
explaining the whole range of experimental data.

In p-Ge with a complex band structure the mecha-
nism of occurrence of a negative differential conductiv-
ity has not unambiguously been established. The con-
clusion that this phenomenon results from the non-mo-
notonous dependence of the impact ionization coeffi-
cient is proposed in [1]. In [2], based on Monte-Carlo
simulation, it is shown that the allowance for the inelas-
tic scattering of shallow-level impurities leads to occur-
rence of a negative differential conductivity region. This
conclusion is not consistent with the experimental re-
sults reported in [5] where in particular it is shown that
in magnetic fields, weak for heavy holes but strong for
light holes, the negative differential conduqtivity region

disappears. This indicates unambiguously the strong
effect of light holes on the process of occurrence of the
negative differential conductivity.

The effect of the light hole band on p-Ge kinetic
parameters has been studied in terms of the isotropic
and parabolic band model in [6,7] where it is shown that
in the region of intermediate fields [6,8] light holes play
a significant role in formation of kinetic coefficients.
However, the further studies showed the authors that
this effect is not sufficient to explain the occurrence of
the negative differential conductivity.

As is known, the light hole band is strongly non-
parabolic [9]. Therefore, using Monte-Carlo simulation,
a current-voltage characteristic was studied in terms of
a crimped band model. The heavy hole band is strongly
anisotropic, however, this does not markedly affect the
kinetic parameters [9]. Proceeding from this fact, averag-
ing was also performed during simulation in terms of the
isotropic and parabolic band model.

The results of these studies are reported in the pa-
per. In particular, it is shown that the negative differen-
tial conductivity region occurs with allowance for the
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non-parabolic dependence of the light hole dispersion
law. The peculiarities of the mechanism of occurrence of
the negative differential conductivity have been ana-
lyzed.

Monte-Carlo simulation was performed according to
the classical scheme [10] for two different: (I) isotropic-
parabolic and (II) crimped-band models.

For the differential impact ionization cross-sections
the expression obtained in terms of the generalized Born
theory was used [8, 11]. The differential cross-section
of thermal recombination was determined by the revised
Lax cascade theory [12, 13].

The current-voltage characteristic obtained by
Monte-Carlo simulation (for lattice temperature - T=4.2K,
acceptor concentration - Na=15×10-12cm-3 and compen-
sation ratio - C=90%) is given in Fig. 1. The figure shows
that both at band model (I) and (II) in the heating elec-
tric fields a superlinear dependence is observed which
changes into a sublinear region. Unlike band model (I),
in conditions of band model (II) the increase in the elec-
tric field results in saturation of the current-voltage char-
acteristic with subsequent transfer into the negative dif-
ferential conductivity region.

The results obtained can be analyzed in terms of
the test particle model. As is known [3], in heating con-
ditions in the heavy hole region the balance determines
essentially the process of arrival from the light hole band
and the energy relaxation processes. If we denote the
concentration of heavy and light holes with energy ε;
respectively, by nh(ε) and nl(ε), the intensity of arrival
from the light hole band by ωl→h(ε) and the intensity of
energetic relaxation by ωε(ε), in equilibrium conditions
we obtain:

εωω hhll nn =→  . (1)

In the heating electric fields light holes are quickly
heated and transfer into the light hole region due to
interband transitions. At helium temperatures, in terms
of band model (I), in the region of intermediate fields
ωl→h(ε) exceeds ωε(ε) - the energy relaxation intensity
ωl→h(ε) >ωε(ε) [6, 7]. The holes transferred to the heavy
hole band do not have time to relax the energy. The
mobility of light holes exceeds essentially that of heavy
holes. Hence, in the given energy region the contribu-
tion of light holes to the conductivity is sufficiently big.
Both light and heavy holes take part in the ionization
processes, which changes the ionization-recombination
balance. As a result, a superlinear region appears on the
current-voltage characteristics. With increasing electric

field, due to the scattering by optical phonons, the light
hole concentration decreases. However, heavy holes
have time to become heated. Therefore, in conditions of
band model (I) only a sublinear dependence occurs and
the transfer into the saturation region is not observed.

In case (II)  a crimped band model, the light hole
dispersion law differs from the parabolic model. With
increasing energy light holes become heavier, which
leads to the decrease in the intensity of arrival in the
heavy hole band. This effect can become so significant
t h a t  a t  h i g h  e n e r g i e s  t h e  i n t e r b a n d  i n v e r s i o n  ( nh< nl)
occurs. The quantitative criterion of the interband in-
version, with allowance for (I), takes the following form:

εωω ≤→hl . (2)

It should be mentioned that in the literature there
are examples of theoretical and experimental investiga-
tions of the interband inversion phenomenon in the ab-
sence of the magnetic field (heating-drift mechanism);
however, they did not receive due attention.

At the interband inversion a mechanism of light hole
accumulation occurs. In the conditions of scattering by
optical phonons, this, in its turn, leads to a sharp de-
crease in the mobility, impact ionization coefficient and,
hence, to a strong decrease in the sample conductivity.
As a result, there occurs a negative differential region.

In the presented mechanism of occurrence of nega-
tive differential conductivity the light hole weighting
phenomenon plays a significant role. The given analy-
sis indicates the possibility of analytic study of a similar
system in terms of the isotropic model with allowance
for nonparabolic dispersion light hole dependence.

The work was supported by the Georgian National
Science Foundation (Grant #GNSF/ST06/4-014).

Fig. 1. Dependence of the current density on the applied
electric field in p-Ge obtained from Monte-Carlo
simulation for two different: 1. isotropic-parabolic and 2.
crimped band models.
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fizika

uaryofiTi diferencialuri gamtareblobis warmoSobis
meqanizmi sufTa p-Ge-Si heliumis temperaturebze

z. qaCliSvili, l. kukutaria

i. javaxiSvilis Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

(warmodgenilia akademikos g. xaraZis mier)

statiaSi monte-karlos modelirebiT gamoTvlilia volt-amperuli maxasiaTebeli sufTa p-
Ge-Si Txeldoniani minarevuli garRvevis wina areSi izotropul-paraboluri da gofrirebuli
dispersiis kanonis pirobebSi. naCvenebia, rom gofrirebuli dispersiis kanonis SemTxvevaSi volt-
amperul maxasiaTebelze daimzireba uaryofiTi diferencialuri gamtarebloba, rac ganpirobebulia
msubuqi xvrelebis damZimebis movleniT.
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